Application for authority to construct geothermal wells : Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone by True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture
APPLICATION
for
AUTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT
GEOTHERMAL WELLS
Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone
Estate of James Campbell Property TMK 1-2-10:3
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture
september, 1988
Encl (2) to LTR to
Director, Health Dept.
EXHIBIT JI O D /I
1.
'VC:Cfi'fltS8t 11/
September 1, 1988
Director of Health
Hawaii State Department of Health
P.O. Box 3378
Honolulu, Hawaii 96801
SUBJ: APPLICATION FOR AUTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT GEOTRERMAL
EXPLORATION WELLS
REF: (a) Board of Land and Natural Resources Decision and
Order of April 11, 1986, in the matter of the
Conservation District Use Application of the Estate
of James campbell (CDUA No. HA-12/20/85-1830)
(b) Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 11, Department of
Health, Chapter 60, wAir Pollution Control-
In accordance with reference (a), a permit was issued to
Estate of James Campbell, in turn assigned to
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture, authorizing geothermal
development activities to be conducted along a segment of
the Kilauea east rift zone, Puna District, Island of Hawaii,
TMK 1-2-10:3. The Decision and Order authorized exploration
and development of geothermal resources to a level that
would produce 100 MW of geothermal generated electricity.
2. Development will progress incrementally beginning with the
exploration phase on which this authority to construct
applIcatIon is based. This exploration phase will consist
of the sequential drilling of up to 12 deep wells over a
period of 20-24 months. Each successful well will be vented
to the atmosphere (unabated) for up to 8 hours to clear the
well bore, and subsequently flow-tested for 30-45 days using
appropriate pollutant and noise abatement systems.
3. The ~Qtential environmental impacts for the project were
presented in (1) the Revised Environmental Impact Statement
for Kahauale'a, June 19821 (2) the Final Supplemental EIS to
the Revised EIS for Kahauale'a, February 1986, which
incl~ded the results of air quality monitoring and air
dispersion modelling1 and (3) .during five contested case
hearings on the project since 1982. These contested
hearings resulted in an extensively detailed public record
concerning all aspects of geothermal development with par-
ticular emphasis on the potential. impacts on ambient air
quality and noise levels and the influence of project site
meteorological conditions on these impacts. A summary
report of prior air quality and meteorological monitoring
for the Kilauea east rift zone was prepared for the State
(DBED, July 1985). An executive summary of this report is
appended as Attachment 1.
4. This application for authority to construct, Per•• AS-P-1
and AS-P-2 (Attachment 2), is submitted in accordance with
reference (b) and is limited to individual geothermal
exploration wells which are planned to be drilled sequen-
tially at the approx~te location. of the sites shown in
Figure 1. Supplemental data in support of the application
for authority to construct is contained in Attach.ent 3.
5. Prior to a geothermal well being part of a distribution
sy.tem to supply geothermal resource. to a power plant,
emis~ions will occur only during drilling operations and
during testing of each successful well after which the well
will be shut-in until it can be connected (via distribution
pipeline) to a power plant. A geother.al well will be
-operated- only a. part of a power generating .y.tem. After
a succe.sful well i. completed, tested and shut-in, the
emission abate.ent syste. u.ed during drilling and testing
is removed and installed at the next drill .ite.
6. It should be noted .that any power plant. that may be
constructed will incorporate the de.ign features and/or
emi.sion abate.ent syste•• necessary to li.it and control
emi•• ion. fro. the geothermal re.ource. of all wells
supplying a particular power plant. In this context, a
geother.al well constitutes a temporary, time-limited,
quantity-limited emis.ion source durino -construction.-
Sub.equently, when the well i. produced [-operated-), it is
an inteoral part of the power plant(.) which beco.es the
combined -source- of the e.ission. fro. each of the wells
supplying the plant. Any subsequent application for
authority to con.truct a geothermal power plant will contain
the combined data on emission. from all wells to be operated
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and .t~e abatement system that will be installed in the power
plant. If the power plant generating system i. disrupted or
fails, the emission ·source· would continue to be the power
plant facility where the steam flow would by-pass the
gene;ator into the abatement system which would continue in
operation until the power plant is r.turn.d to full opera-
tion. If.both plant and abatement systems at the pow.r
plant fail, the steam flow from ·operating- geothermal wells
supplying the plant could b. directed to the back-up abate-
ment system, or the w.lls could b. shut-in if .xceed.nce of
ambient air standard. would oth.rwis. occur. Air quality
monitoring of pow.r plant emission. in maximum impact areas
as pred.termin.d from data obtain.d during the .xploratory
phase would d.t.ct any d.t.riorating l.v.l. of air quality
which threat.n or violate NAAOS or Stat••tandard••
7. The information supporting the application i. b•••d on data
requirem.nts of Sub-Chapt.r 3 of r.f.r.nc. (b) in th.t the
emissions from individu.l g.oth.rm.l well. und.r
·construction· (during which drilling oper.tion., v.nting
and abat.d flow t••ting occur) do not con.titut•• -•• jor
station.ry sourc.- that would qu.lify the .pplic.tion for a
pr.v.ntion of signific.nt d.t.rior.tion (PSD) revi.w a.
prescrib.d in Sub-Ch.pt.r 4. Th. -.ourc.· during con.truc-
tion or subs.qu.ntly, during ·oper.tion.· a. part of a power
plant, is not on. of the 28 n.med sourc. cat.gori•• listed
in Section 169 of the Cl ••n Air Act th.t ••it. 100 tons per
year of a pollut.nt r.gul.t.d by the Act, nor, •••n
unlisted ·Station.ry sourc.· do•• it ••it 250 ton. per year
of a pollutant r.gulat.d by the Act.
8. Source Description
a. Th. principal .ourc. for the .mi•• ion. during the
construction of .xplor.tion w.ll. i. the g.othermal
fluid r.l••••d from the w.ll during drilling, v.nting
and flow t ••ting. Th••• i •• ion. fro. the o.oth.rmal
r.sourc•••r••xp.ct.d to b. pr•••nt •• (1) di ••olved
solid. in the g.oth.r.al brine .nd (2) in non-
cond.n.abl. g.... from the st.a. portion of the
r.sourc.. Th••• timat.d conc.ntration. of ga.e. and
di••olv.d solid••xp.ct.d to be pr•••nt in the o.other-
m.l st.a••nd brine are tabul.t.d in Att.chm.nt 3 which
cont.in••uppl•••ntal d.t. in .upport of this applica-
tion.
b. The principal pollut.nt in the geoth.rm.l fluid to be
controll.d i. hydrog.n sulfid.. Oth.r .inor .ourc•• of
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~missions (nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons and sulfur dioxide) are from the exhausts
from the drilling rig equipment (motors, compressors and
portable generators) during the drilling of the well.
T~ese sources consist of three 700-HP diesel engines to
power the rig draw works and mud pumps, two 300-KW
diesel-electrical power generators and three 700-HP
diesel engines to power air compressors to be used
during a portion of the drilling. These mobile, inter-
nal combustion units are temporary sources which will
not be a part of any stationery source. Total estimated
emissions from these temporary sources would amount to
approximately two tons per well drilled to 8,000 ft.
There will also be fugitive emissions from road and site
dust for which there are no analytical data.
c. Emissions from geothermal resources will occur only:
After (1) a geothermal reservoir is intersected by the
drill bit during the last 15-20 days of drilling each
well to a depth of approximately 8,000 ft., (2) during
venting of the completed well for a period up to 8
(daylight) hours, and (3) during flow testing of the
well for periods of 30-45 days.
d. A plot plan of the drill site showing all operating
equipment and relative spatial arrangement is outlined
in Figure 2.
9. The applicant, by signature hereon, assumes responsibility
for the construction of the above described geothermal wells
in accordance with Chapter 11-60, Hawaii Administrative
Rules, and such permit conditions as may be prescribed by
the Director.
10. A filing fee of $50 is included as Attachment 4.
Very truly yours,
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CO.
(OPERATOR FOR TRUE/MID-PACIFIC
GEOTHERMAL VENTURE)
H.A. True, III
Partner
Attachments:
1. Executive.Summary of Report on Baseline Air Ouality and
Meteorological Conditions, Kilauea East Rift
2. Authority to Construct Forms, AS-P-l & AS-P-2
3. Supplemental ~ata
4. Check for filing fee
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1. Exploration Program
A. Overview of Geothermal Resource Exploration and Development.
Inasmuch as the location of geothermal reservoirs must be determined by deep
exploratory drilling and since the econom~c producibility of the resource from
each discovered reservoir can only be determined by testing each successful
well, the drilling sites selected, as shown in Figure I, except for site AI.
are tentative. The exact location of other drilling sites will depend upon
previous drilling results and testing. The final surveyed location of each
well to be drilled will be provided after each survey is completed.
For planning purposes, five exploration/development (E/D) areas have been
selected. Each area has three primary drilling sites planned (for a total of
15 sites) connected by access/service roads. Allowing for estimates of
reserve and non-producible wells, a total of 35 individual wells may have to
be drilled within the 5 E/D areas to produce 100 MW of electricity as
authorized under the Conservation District Use Penait for the project. If
directional drilling is technically and economically feasible, up to 6
exploration/development wells may be drilled from one drilling site.
8. Exploratory Drilling Plan.
The first drilling site, True/Mfd-Pacific AI, Figure I, is planned near the
eastern area of the proposed sub-zone, north of the rift zone center in ElD
area MAM• The general sequence of exploration drilling fs as follows:
1) If the first exploration well in E/D areas -A· is successful, a
second well will be drilled in this area to obtain indications of
-1-
the northern boundary of the discovered reservoir. (A IIsuccessful" well is
one from which geothermal resources can be produced economiCally.) Regardless
of the results of the second well the next exploration well would be drilled
in E/O area liB", at or near one of the three planned sites.
2) If the first exploration well 1n E/O area IIA" 1s not successful, the
second well will be drilled at or near one of the .three sites in E/O
area "B N on the south side of the rift zone center near Pu'u
Heiheiahulu.
J) If the first well 1n E/O area "B" is successful, another exploration
well would be drilled at one of the other planned locations within.
E/O area NB·. If the ffrst well fn this area fs unsuccessful, the
next well would be drilled at or near one of the three sites in E/O
area "C", on the north sfde of the rift zone center.
4) If the first well is unsuccessful 1n E/O area "A· and E/O area
liB", a decision would be made to move to E/O area "E·, in the
western portion of the GRS near the more active section of the rift
zone. If a well drilled at ElO area "E" 1s also unsuccessful, the
pr.oJect exploration strategy would be re-evaluated.
5) If a successful well is drilled in E/O area ·C", the next wells
would be drilled in E/O area "0" and then "E".
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THERMASOURCE
PLOT PLAN
(True/Mid-Pacific
Figure 2
Project)
Department of Health
State of Hawaii
Application No. A-
---
tnvironmental Protection and
Health Services Division
Environmental Permits ~ranch
FORM AS-P-l
GENERAL APPLICATION FOR AL~HORITY TO CONSTRUCT OR MODIFY A FACILITY
(See Attached Instructions)
I. General Information
A. - Applicant (Authority to Construct to be issued to)
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CO.1) Name --------.,;.~-..,;;,.;;~==~;.;;...,;;;.;;.;;;..;:.......;;~----------
895 West River Cross Road
2) Mailing Address P.O. Box 2360
(Number) (Street)
Casper Wyaning 82602
3)
(City) (Island) (Zip)
1) Rod Moss, Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc.
Contact Person 2) Allan Kawada, True Geothermal Energy Co.
1) Vice President 1) 808 521-9004
Title 2) Hawaii Representative Phone 2) 808 528-3496
B. Representative Authorized to Act for Applicant
Allan Kawada1) Name
2) Address 8_8_8_M_il_i_l_a_n_i_S_t_r_ee_t_t_8_th_F_l_oo_r _
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
808 528-3496
3) Contact PersonTru-e--;::G-eo-:t~h~erm=-a~lr-;:;E~n'::"':er~g-y--;t;'Co~.------------
Title Hawaii Representative Phone
---------
c. Nature of Business of ~pplicant _
Exploration and Development of Geothermal Resources
Fonn AS-P-l Paoe 1 of 4Attachment 2 .-
ATC Application
----------- ------- --------- ------- --- - . -- - ----- -- -
un"! Coordi na tes
D. 1) Equipment Description
1/ 2/
Stac"- Unit-
No. No Equi pment
lA ..lA- Cyclone Separator
Discharge for drilling
fluid discharge
2A
.lA- Well Head Manifold
During well bore
cleanout (ventjng)
3A 3A Rock Muffler
Discharge during
well testing
Fuel
Geo.Steam
t. Bd ne
Geo.Steam
8. Brine
Geo.Steam
&Brine
Equipment location
Address ~ TMK
Puna District, Island
of Hawaii. TMK 1-2-10·3
Puna District, Island
of Hawaii. TMK 1-2-10:3
Puna District, Island
of Hawaii, TMK 1-2-10:3
Zone
4
4
4
fast North
2) Air Pollution Control Equipment
Stack!! Uni t.Y
No. No. Control Equipment Pollutant Controlled
3A 3A
Sodjum hydroxide injection up stream
of Cyclone Separator
None
Sodium hydroxide injection up stream
of Rock Huffl er
Hydrogen Sulfide
N/A
Hydrogen Sulfide
Note: See specific item instructions for explanation of footnotes.
form AS-P-l Paqe ? of 4
E. Does the pro ed project require a County sial management area
penni t? Yes No x
II. Reason for Application [check applicable box(es)J
A. /!/ N'ew source
B. I I Modification of existing source
C. I-I Change of location
D. / / Change in ownership
E. 1::/ Equipment now operating under pennit number(s)
III. Proposed Timetable
A. Proposed start date of construction and/or installation
November
(Month) (Day)
1988 (for f 1rst well)
(Year)
B. Proposed start date of operation
July 1991 (for first power plant)
-----,{"i7M":":on:-:;:t:L:"h'T'")------r{.....Da-y"T)-------rI"{yr"e-ar""""l)r----
IV. Certification by Applicant
I H.A. True, III Partner
, ------r:-:--~------' ---------,r="':'"""'""""....------.(Name) (Title)
certify that I have knowledge of the facts herein set forth and that the
same are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, and that all
information not identified by me as confidential in nature shall be treated by
the Department of Health as public record. I further state' that I will assume
responsibility for the construction or modification of the source in accordance
with the Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 60. Air Pollution Control, and
any permit issued thereof.
Date:
Form AS-P-l
Signature:
Title: Partner, True Geothermal Energy Co.
Page 3 of 4
00 NOT WRITE BELOW (FOR AGENCY USE ONLY)
V. Date Application Received:
IV. Received by:
VII. Application Number f-
------------------------
VIII. Evaluating Official:
IX. Action on Application: Approved Disapproved
----
Conditional Approval
X. Date of Action on Application:
XI. Permit Number A-
--------------------------
XII. Special Conditions:
~lo Date _XIII.
XIV.
Permit to Operate Approved: Yes
---
Permit to Operate Number _P- _
Form AS-P-l (Revised 12/82)
.~..' ..
Page 4 of "
Depar tITlen t 0 fl. th
State of Hawai~
FORM AS-P-2
~;)O~:"Ci:ltion ::0. ,'.- _
nvironmental Protection and
Health Services Division
Environmental Permits Bra~ch
SUPPLEHENTAL A:PPLlCATION FOR AUTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT OR MODIFY A FACILITY
(In Accordance with Acministrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 60,
and Chapter 342, Hawaii Revised Statutes)
(READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE COMPLETING)
I. General Information:
A. Authority to Construct to be issued to:
True Geothermal Energy Co.
(corporation, company, government agency, firm, etc.)
B. Mailing address:
C. Equipment description:
Basic Equipment
888 Mililani Street, 8th Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Air pollution control equipment
1.__~Dr~i1~l:;.:in?gz....:P..:a:.:d:.-..;:C....y..;;c.,;;;l,;;.on~e_S::.e~p~a:;,:r:....:a:;,:t:....:o:.:r -:N~a!,;O:;.;;H,;,...:I;.;,;n~j..;;e..;;c..;;,t..;;i..;..on;.;..----
2 •__..:.:.w..::e.;l.;l-;.B.;;,o.:;.r..::e~-.,...~~~ ~N=-=o:..::n~e;.....",,.......,._--:, _
3 •__W.;,;..;;;.el~l;;;"",.,:P:....:a:;,:d::....-.;;R:.:o:....:c;.;,k::.....;:.;z.t1~f.=.f.:;;;,l..;;,er~ ....;N;.;.:a::..;O:;.;;H,;,...:I;.;,;n~j..;;e..;;c..;;,t..;;i..;..on;.;.._ _
4. _
5. _
(Submit the required attachments only)II. Specific Information:
Required
~
LJ
LI
LI
LI
LI
/ /
Form AS-P-2
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
Item
Attachment P-l, Location Drawing & Process Flo~ Diagru'
Attachment P-2, Materials Balance Data
Attachment P-3, Industrial Process Equipment Data
Attachment P-4, Combustion Unit Data
Attachment P-5, Incinerator Data
Attachment P-6, Storage Container Data
Attachment P-7, Air Pollution Control Equipment Data
(cont'd)
Page 1 of 2
(cont'd)
Required
·LI
Item
h. Attachment p-a, Air Pollution Emission Delta
i. Attachment P-9, Particle Size Distribution Data
j. Attachment P-lO, Additional inforrneltion not
covered by one of the above.
k. Attachment P-ll, Public Interest
The information submitted on the required data sheets should be consistent
with the maximum design rate or expected rate of production or operation,
whichever is higher. See instruction sheet regarding confidentiality of
information.
III. Certification by Applicant or Authorized Representative:
I , H. A. Tru e , II I
(name)
certify that I have knowledge of the
Partner, True Geothermal Energy Co.
(title)
facts hereby submitted and that the
8~8 are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and ~elief, and
that all info~ation not i~entified by me as confidential in nature shall
be treated hy the Departro.ent of Pealthas public record.
Date. _ Signature _
Title
------------
DO NOT WRITE BELOW - FOR AGENCY USE ONLY
IV. Date Supplementary Application Received:
V. Received By:
Form AS-P-2 (Revise~12(r2) I Page 2 of 2
----_._- .•_~ ...~.......-...\._.....-_ ........--.-....,~.~..... ~ .......•.. ,-. -•..... .-,._ ._ __••.•_ •.•. _. __.s. _. __ __.•. _ .•.•..-_._-
ATTACH;·!ENT P-l
LOCATION DRAWING AND PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM
Submit as specified.
Required
See Fig. 1 l.
(Atad"urent 3)
see Fig. 4&5 2.
(Attachrrent J)
12/82
An equipment location drawing must be submitted, drawn to
a reasonable scale and showing the following (show North
arrow and scale on drawing) :
h. The property involved, and outlines and heights, widths,
and lengths of all structures on it. Identify property
lines plainly.
B. Location and identification of the proposed equipment on
the property. Identify stack and unit numbers.
c. Location of the pro?erty and equipment with respect to
streets and all adjacent property. Show the location and
height, width, and length of all structures within 300
feet of the applicant's property line. Identify all
structures (rcsidc~ces, apartments, warehouses, machine
shops, etc.)
Process Flow Diagram. Prepare and attach flow diagrams
identifying all equipme~t used in tr.e process. Identify by
number, points where raw materials, chemicals, and fuels are
introduced, where finished products are obtained, and where
gaseous emissions and/or particulate emissions may be discharged.
Show locations of safety valves, bypasses, and other such devices
which when activated may release air pollutants to the atmosphere.
On a correspondence flow diagram, identify and specify, for all
equipment items, electric motor horsepower ratings and electrical
energy XVA (kilovolt-ampere) ratings.
Applic on No. A-
---
ATTACHMENT P-8
STACK DATA
,
1
Stack ~~umber 1A7 L 2A-L JA-L
Exit Directrion of Gas I i,
Stream (up, down, horizontal) up up up
Stack Height (Meters) SIll 4m 2m
Actual Stack Flow Rate (cubi c 21.1 m3/sec 21.1 21.1
meters per second) Note 1 m3/sec m3/sec
Stack Exit Temperature (OC) 100°C ioooc 100°C
Stack Diameter (Meters) 2 0.25 4(Inside)
,
Unit Numbers Corresponding 1A-L 2A-L I 3A-Lto Stack Number
I
I
;
i i II i
I i !I II I!,
I I ., .
NOTE 1: Ste8lll rate only; air flow rate • based on 100,000 1bs/hr steam.
Instructions:
1. List all stacks for which application is made. Circle the stack
numbers that. for any length of time, discharge together.
2. List all units discharging through each stack. Circle the unit
numbers that. for any length of time, can discharge together.
3. The stack parameters should correspond to the operating condition
where all circled units for each stack are operating simultaneously,
at maximum capacity of the unit. All units tha~ can discharge should
be included, including all standby, alternate. or start-up units.
4. The stack and unit numbers should correspond to those used in AS-P-l.
The same numbers should be used in all future reference.
S. If combinations of different fuels are used that cause the stack data
to differ, complete one column for each possible set of stack data,
and identify the fuel next to the unit number.
App.l.ll,;ation .~o.
P-10. EmSSION RATIOS
Equipment Type Drill Pad Cyclone Separator
lA-L 1Stack No. Unit No.
---------
Serial No.
---------
Table A. Enter emission ratios before controls. Give grams of pollutant per unit of fuel burned or ton of
material processed.
(1) (2) (31 (41 (51 (6) (7) (In
Fuel or mat'l Units of fuel S02 N02processed or mat'l rate Particulate HC CO H2 S
aetric tons 400Geothermal Fluid per hour 0 0 0 0 1300 sIt
Ha'iClii Geo- Hawaii Geo-
Estimation Method t hennal Dat thermal Dat(4) a
. (1)
(2)
. (3)
Table D. r:nter Emission ratios after controis.
pp
(1) (2) (3) (4) (51 (61 (7) (8)
Fuel or lIat'l Units of fuel Particulate S02 N02 HC CO H2 Sprocessed or mat'} rate
metric tons 400 <65 sItGeothermal Fluid per hour
Test data Test data
Estimation ~Iethod from other from other
se arators se arator 5
(1)
(2)
.(3)
(4)
__ I
! 0.
., I
6/81 Page 1 of 2
Al-r •• cat ...... No.
P-IO. EMISSION RATIOS
Equipment Type __W_e_I_I_H_ea_d_H_a_n_if_ol_d_Du_r_i_n_&_W_e_l_l_V_e_n_t_10_& _
2A-L 1Stack No. Unit No.
---------
Serial No.
---------
Table A. Enter emission ratios before controls. Give grams of pollutant per unit of fuel burned or ton of
~aterial processed.
. (1)
(2)
. (3)
(4)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6\ (7) (Al
Fuel or lIat'l Units of fuel S02 N02processed or mat'l rate Particulate HC CO H2 S
Geothermal Fluid metric tons 20,000per hour 1300
Ha~aii Geo-
Estimation Method thermal Dati
Table B. r:nter Emission ratios after controis.
a
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6\ (7) un
Fuel or mat'l Units of fuel Particulate S02 N02 HC CO H2 Snrocessed or mat'l rate
Geothemal Flu id metric tons 20,000per hour 1300
Hawaii Geo- Hawaii Geo-
Estimation Method t hermal Dat~ thermal Dat
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
6/81 Page 1 of 2
Application No.
P-lO. EMISSION RATIOS
Equipment Type __R_o_c_k_~_f_f_l_e_r_Du_r_in~g~F_l_o_w_Te_s_t_i_ng _
3A-L 1Stack No. Unit No.
---------
Serial No.
---------
Table A. Enter emission ratios before controls. Give grams of pollutant per unit of fuel burned or ton of
material processed.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (I») (7) (R)
Fuel or mat'l Units of fuel SOiprocessed or lIat'l rate Particulate N02 HC CO 112 S
metric tons
Geothermal Steam per hour 0 1300 glt
Test Data Hawaii Geo-
Estimation Method HGP-A thermal Dat(4) a
,(I)
(2)
, (3)
Table B. r:ntcr Emission ratios after controis.
a
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Fuel or mat'} Units of fuel Particulate S02 N02 HC CO H2 Sprocessed or mat'l rate
metric tons 0Geothermal Steam per hour <65 glt
Test Data Hawaii Geo-
Estimation Method HGP-A thermal Dat
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
6/81 Page I of 2
ATTACHMENT P-11
PUBLIC INTEREST
The proposed action, drilling of geothermal exploration wells,
represents the initial phase of a project to explore for and
develop geothermal resources in the Kilauea middle last rift
zone, Puna District, Island of Hawaii. The application for a
land-use permit for project development was approved in a
Decision and Order by the Board of Land and Natural Resources on
April 11, 1986, following a series of public hearings, public
information meetings and five contested case hearings.
The environmental implications of all activities proposed related
to the exploration and development of geothermal resources are
described in comprehensive detail in the transcripts of the con-
tested hearings and in the approved Revised Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for Kahauale'a, June 1982, and the Supplemental
EIS thereto, February 1986. No significant short-term or long-
term adverse environmental effects of the proposed actions have
been identified.
The issuance of a permit for authority to construct a geothermal
well is considered to be in the public interest because of the
State's objective of developing indigenous energy resources to
reduce the State's significant reliance upon imported oil as its
... ----_ ...._---_._ .... __ ..... ----_._.
GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
(Exploration Phase)
Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone
Puna District, Island of Hawaii
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
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1. Exploration Program
2. We 11 Dri 11 i ng Program
3. Well Testing and Venting
4. H2S Emissions and Abatement System
5. Ambient Air Quality Impact Estimates
6. Application of BACT
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1
6) After a resource discovery in any EID area, two or more additional
exploration wells may be drilled in that area before proceeding to
the next area if there is a local demand for power requiring
evidence of a proven resource sufficient to supply that demand.
Successful exploration wells would be shut-in after completion and testing if
there is no immediate market for the resource.
Each well will require approximately 60 days of drilling to reach target
bottom hole location, and five days for relocating the drill rig to another
site. Drilling will be continuous. Drilling of the 12 wells that constitute
the intial exploration phase of this project is expected to require two year~.
No time table can be projected for proceeding into the development phase.
2. Dri 11 i ng Program
Figure 2 depicts the typical geothermal well profile showing the dimensions of
the well bore and drill pipe or casing, and the depths to which specific sized
casing is installed. Conductor pipe (normally 26"-2S" diameter) is the first
string of pipe installed to a depth of 100 to 150 ft. in a hole of 36"
diameter followed by:
(1) surface casing (20" diameter to 500-1000 ft. depth) set in a hole of
26" diameter,
(2) Intermediate casing (13 3/S" diameter to 2000-4000 ft. depth) set in
a hole of 17 1/2" diameter,
(3) Intermediate casing (9.5/S" diameter to 5000-7000 ft. depth) set in
a hole· of 12 1/4" diameter),
-4-
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(4) Production (slotted) liner if required (7" diameter to total
depth set for corrmercial production) in a hole of 8 3/4"
diameter.
Depending on the subsurface geology. it is planned to drill with air from the
surface to total depth using two low stage compressors with 1.200 CFM and one
high stage compressor for pressure up to 400 psi providing the formations
drilled are compatible. Air drilling is most successful in hard rock where
there is no influx of formation waters. When air drilling is not possible.
mud drilling will be conducted using the optimum mud weights and viscosity to
remove the cuttings from the formations drilled. Under normal drilling
conditions. approximately 2,000 bbls/day of water will be required. However.
most of the water will be recycled. A rain catchment system with a capacity of
900.000 gallons will be constructed as a supplemental source to meet total
project water requirements.
All casings will be joined and cemented to assure the integrity of the well
bore from surface to the producing interval. The objectives in cementing the
casing are to completely "in-fill" the cased and open annuli to resist
lands1iding and groundwater movement and to anchor the casing sections to each
other and to the ground. The cement sheath will protect the casing against
possible corrosion by thermal brines and gases, prevent uncontrolled flow of
thermal water and steam outside the casing, and minimize creep due to thermal
expansion. The casing will be cemented using Type Gcement from the bottom of
casing to the surface in accordance with industry standards.
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Each well will have a casing head installed on the surface casing; to this a
master ga~e valve will be installed which will be left on the well. In
addition, a hydraulically operated master gate valve with annular preventer
-
will be installed as a component of the well head assembly. When air drilling
is being conducted, a rotating head assembly will be installed for positive
contra1.
The following standard safety devices will be used to protect against a
blowout from the well:
1 Double Gate preventer with CSO rams plus 4-1/2-inch drill pipe rams,
12-inch 900 series.
1
1
•Annular Preventer 12-inch 900 series.
Rotating Head when air drilling.
A blowout prevention system is individually designed for each cemented casing
string. Figure A-3 shows a typical blowout preventer system designed for high
pressure wells.
While drilling, all data will be recorded in duplicate. All info~ation will
be logged by a well site geologist. Summa~ reports will be prepared upon
completion of each well, as well as the standard well completion reports.
In the event it becomes necessary to abandon a well, the operator will analyze
data from the logs .to dete~ine what geologic fonnations are required to be
covered by cement. The plugging will be perfo~d through open ended drill
pipe using API Class G or equivalent, cement in accordance with industry
standards. After the downhole plugging is complete, a cement plug will be
-7-
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placed in the top of the surface casing, the casing is then cut off, and
the area backfilled and restored•
. 3. Well renting and Testing.
a. Well Venting.
Standard industry practice requires that successfully completed
geothermal wells be vertically vented at full open flow to completely remove
debris and rock particles from the well bore before the flow can be diverted
to horizontal pipelines to a steam/water atmospheric separator for tests and
abatement processes. Venting may occur for up to eight hours in segments or
continuously. The wellflow can be controlled at the well head assembly with
the master shut-off valves. The flow will exit a vertical pipe connected to
the well bore. The full open flow rate of the well is not expected to exceed
220,000 lbs. of geothermal fluid per hour. The environmental impacts of
venting are discussed in Paragraphs 4 &5 below.
b. Flow Testing.
The purpose of flow testing each well is to determine whether
characteristics of the geothermal reservoir and fluid are suitable for
economic development as a source of electrical power.
Specifically, testing a geothermal hot water well should accomplish the
following objectives:
(1) Evaluate the producing capabilities of the reservoir (aquifer).
The well should be produced at or. above pre-determined commercial rates to
ensure representative samples of the geothermal resource. Surface
measurements of mass flow, temperature, and pressure should be monitored.
-9-
Measuring bottomhole pressures (flowing and shut-in) with downhole recording
gauges are -desirable but not essential. This data will be used to estimate
formation transmissivity, productivity index (PI), and formation damage.
12) Determine properties of the produced fluids. This includes
chemical composition, dissolved solids, pH, temperature, enthalpy, and
pressure. This data will be helpful in making fluid comparisons between wells
to determine aquifer continuity and to anticipate potential long tenn
production problems.
(3) Estimate reservoir configuration. Ideally, a well test will
provide estimates of long-term producing capability. Unfortunately, the
duration of most well tests precludes such estimates unless the reservoir is
very small. The well test should be conducted to sample a reasonable drainage
area. If any boundaries are located within this area, the pressure buildup
should detect it. If the producing formation is a fractured reservoir, then
an indication of the well decline rate may be evaluated during a long-term
test. Spinner surveys should be considered to determine where the fluids are
entering the we1lbore.
Testing of the wells will follow a procedure similar to the testing of the
HGP-A well in Puna in which both noise and environmental pollution abatement
were accomplished by use of a steam/water separator and rock muffler and the
injection of caustic soda to limit emissions of hydrogen sulfide gas. Figure 4
is a schematic drawing of the flow test process. Tests will also be conducted
on the integrity of the well to bottom hole through casing, logging of the
cementing tests, and pressure testing.
-10-
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Geothermal fluid flow during the production tests will flow to the well site
sparging Plt or the sump as appropriate. The project1s environmental
specialists will evaluate the reservoir fluids from each well and will consult
with the appropriate regulatory agency to determine whether the fluid can be
percolated into the ground or pond liners will be required. Due to the highly
porous nature of the topsoil near surface formations, fluids should percolate
readily into the ground. The chemistry of the well fluids are expected'to be
relatively benign, if similar to the HGP-A well, and should have no adverse
impact on the basal water table at sea level due to the relatively low volume
of fluid expected to flow from the well. In addition, the basal water table
within the rift zone is expected to be non-potable. This supposition will be
tested during the drilling of each well by sampling the ground water at the.
surface of the basal lens.
4. Source Emissions and Abatement Systems
a. The principal source of emissions during the construction of
geothermal exploration wells is the geothermal fluid/steam released during the
drilling, venting and flow testing of these wells. Tables 1 and 2 contain
tabulated data on the concentrations of gases and disolved solids in the
geothermal steam and brine. The princiapl pollutant in the geothermal fluid
to be controlled is hydrogen sulfide.
b. Characteristics of H2S
Hydrogen sulfide. a colorless. acidic gas is toxic to humans and may be
corrosive to metals including high strength steel. Drilling for geothermal
resources in a hydrogen sulfide environment can be hazardous at and in the
immediate vicinity of the drill site unless adequate safety precautions are
taken. -12-
NONCO~u~NSA8LE GAS CONCENTRATIONS IN STEAM
ConcentrationGas in mg/kg (ppm/w)
Carbon Dioxide 250 1,200
Hydrogen SuI fide 800 1,300
Argon 6 13
Nitrogen 10 700
Methane 1
,IHel ium <0.009 -
Hydrogen 11 14
Total 1,500 2,200
The above data· are based on analyses of fluids from the HGP-A
well, Kapoho State 1, Kapoho State lA, and Kapoho State 2 wells.
Table 1
-----_._- _.-
DISSOLVED SOLIDS IN GEOTHERMAL BRINE
Concen tra t ionElemen t in mg/kg (ppm/w)
Sodium 600 10,000
Potassi um 123 2,700
Calc ium 40 920
Magnesium 1 2
Iron
<1 8.4
Manganese
<1 8.5
Boron 4 11
Bromide 40 80
Iodide
<20
Fluoride 0.2 0.9
Lithium 1 9
Chloride 925
- 10,000
Ammonia
<0.001 - <0.05
SuI fa te 9.2 24
Mercury
<0.001 - <0.05
Arsenic 0.09 0.4
Silica 420 1,500
Total Dissolved Solids 2,500
-
35,000
Table 2
The sense of smell cannot be relied upon to indicate either the presence or
the concentration of H2S gas. At lower concentrations, the odor of rotten
eggs can be detected. At higher concentrations, (at lOOppm or above) the
. sense of smell is impaired in two to fifteen minutes. Direct exposure to
concentrations in' the range of 500ppm to 1500ppmv in the absence of any mixing
or dispersion in the atmosphere could cause collapse, unconsciousness and
death. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) permissible
exposure limit for an employee in an a-hour work period is lOppm with an
excursion limit of 15ppm for 15 minutes during the 8-hour period. The
proposed standard for H2S exposure limit for the general public is a maximum
ground level concentration of O.lppmv for 1 hour.
Appropriate safety measures are instituted by the operator to minimize the
potential hazards to personnel from exposure to toxic levels of H2S at or in
the immediate vicinity of the drill site and to train personnel in emergency
measures for accidents causing exposure to excessive levels of H2S.
H2S monitoring equipment including alarm systems will be placed at the
drilling rig (rig floor and well-head cellar) and at various locations within
the drilling site and along the access road at the entrance to the drilling
site to detect the presence of H2S from any natural venting in the rift zone
and due to emissions from geothermal resources brought to the surface during
or as a result of drilling operations. '_.=:_:". ,_O.~"'$ . ~ ~ ... ....
c. Emissions and Abatement During Air Drilling
During drilling, it is estimated that geothermal fluids will not be
encountered during the first forty days of drilling and no geothermal
-15-
emissions will occur. During the last twenty days of drilling a progressively
larger volume of geothermal steam will be produced until a maximum estimated
volume of sO.OOO.kg/hour of steam and 50.000 kg/hr of brine will be generated
by the well.
During drilling with air. a tangential muffler/atmospheric separator. (Figure
5). is used to control noise and effluent (air exhaust. steam/water. drill
particles) from the well bore. This muffler/separator consists of a large
diameter chamber. 10' diameter by 10' tall. with a 6' diameter stack that
extends 16' feet above the 10' chamber. The principle behind this type of
device is that the discharge from the well (ambient air circulated downhole
and/or steam/water produced fro~ the well) will enter the large diameter
chamber tangentially and flow around the chamber, throwing out drilled
particles to the side due to centrifugal force in the high velocity air and/or
steam exhausted to it. These particles then fallout of the funnel-type
structure located at the bottom of the muffler/separator and are channeled to
the disposal sump. The air and/or steam must then go down in the chamber to
enter the exit stack. the bottom of which sits below the tangential entrance.
to be emitted to the atmosphere. The actual blooie line. i.e•• the piece of
p1pe that connects the wellhead and muffler/separator, typically is a p;ece of
13-3/8-.0.D. casing which gradually expands to 36- 0.0. and then to a
rectangle ot a largef" cro"SS .~~nal area than the 36- 0.0. pipe. The
purpose of this gradual increase is to allow the air and/or steam to expand
slowly so as to decrease the noise as much as possible. Water may also be
injected, at rates of 60 to 100 gallons/minute. into the muffler/separator as
-16-
well as the blooie line. The mixing of water with the air/steam exhaust
allows some cooling of the steam which aids in noise reduction.
It is est'mated that no more than 21 of the brine (as aerosol droplets) will
escape from the cyclone separator described in Figure 5, and that the steam
will have a hydrogen sulfide concentration of approximately 1,100 mg/kg (1,300
mg/kg in the reservoir fluid less ISS dilution by water added to the air
drilling system). This results in an unabated emission rate of 20 kg/hr of
brine aerosol particulate and 55 kg/hr of ~drogen sulfide.
From an environmental perspective, air quality regulations limit the amount of
HZS emissions during drilling operations to 8.5 1bs/hr•• or .OZ5ppmv.
During drilling. it is expected that geothermal resources. whether vapor or
liquid dominated. will be encountered at depths beginning at 3.000 ft., more
or less. below sea level. HZS is expected to be present in the geothermal
resource as a non-condensable gas in concentration levels between
1000ppm-1300ppm based on the characteristics of the resource discovered in the
lower east rift of Kilauea.
Hydrogen sulfide concentrations in the steam flow through the well bore to the
steam/water separator will be monitored continuously during air drilling
operations by on-site well loggers usin~an interference-fre~ HZS detector,
with periodic back-up wet chemical testing. Continuous monitoring and
recording of the HZS concentration in the b100ie line (steel pipe leading from
the well head to the atmospheric separator) will be accomplished by use of a
lead acetate tape instrument and a recorder. The data recorded will alert
-17-
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personnel when H2S concentration levels in the steam flow require mass
emission rate calculations to determine the need to activate and operate the
HZS abatement system. The injection of sodium hydroxide (NaOH» into the
blooie line steam flow in proper proportions and amounts will enable the
logger to maintain emission rates at or below the HZS emission limit of 8.5
lbs/hr. A sodium hydroxide treatment mole ratio of 4 to 1 (NaOH/H2S) will be
used initially. The optimum mole ratios will be determined during abatement
operations and adjusted as necessary. During drilling, residual HZS from the
steam flow following abatement will be released to the atmosphere through the
atmospheric separator. The abatement process is completed in the Z to 3
seconds the steam flows from the well head through the b100ie line to the
outlet of the atmospheric separator. The desired level of abatement is
achieved by adjusting the ratio of NaOH/HZS.
Permanent records will be maintained as follows:
(1) The concentration of H2S in ppm (volume) and ppm (weight) upstream
of injection ports,
(2) Injection rates of NaOH
(3) Amount and type of chemicals on site
(4) Results of wet chemical test
Emissions of particulates from air drilling will be controlled by water
injection in the blooie line.
;.
(When drilling with mud, H2S emissions are not expected to be detectable since
the mud will prevent discharge of pollutants from the well bore.)
-19-
d. Emissions During Venting
Geothermal -brine. brine aerosol particulates and hydrogen sulfide will be
discharged to the.atmosphere during venting of each well. Assuming a total of
eight hourl of ~nting the aerosol emissions would amount to 1.000 kg/hr of t
particulate and the hydrogen sulfide emissions would amount to 55 kg/hr. No
emission abatement system is used during the venting process.
e. Emissions During Flow Testing
Emission abatement controls will be applied during flow testing of the
geothermal well. A rock muffler system will be installed on the steam
discharge side of the cyclone separator used for conducting the test.
Injection of NaOH into the steam line upstream of the rock muffler will be
done at a level that will allow the hydrogen sulfide present in the steam
phase to be abated down to no more than 8.5 lbs/hr as required by 11-60-15.
Abatement levels of 951 have been achieved at the HGP-A well using a system of
this design. (Without abatement. the maximum emission levels from the flow
test would be equivalent to those for venting. Emission levels would be
reduced in proportion to the test flow rate.)
5. Ambient Air Quality Impact Estimates
The dispersion modelling that has been performed for the proposed
geothermal development project in the Kilauea middle east rift by
meterological consultants (Daniels &Schroeder) estimated the impacts of
source emissions from those project operations that have the potential to
threaten or violate air quality standards: a 55-mw power plant in operation
and steam stacking from a rock muffler. The results of this analysis using
EPA Gaussian diffusion models indicated that proposed ambient air quality
standards for hydrogen sulfide (H2S). as well as the maximum allowable
-20-
I
,
increase in H2S concentration in the ambient air above the natural background
level, wouTd not be exceeded. (See Tables 2 and 3 in the diffusion modelling
report, Tab A.)
Because the EPA Gaussian model yields ambient air concentration estimates
that are linear with respect to the rate of emission of hydrogen sulfide, the
existing anlysis for power plant operation and stacking emissions can be used
to estimate the ambient air concentrations associated with the drilling
operations. Since emission release conditions during drilling will be most
similar to those occurring during stacking of power plant emissions, the
results of the previous analysis on emissions during stacking will be used in
the linear extrapolation to estimate impacts of emissions during drilling.
In Table 1. of the Daniels and Schroeder analysis. the release
temperature of emissions was 373°Ki the emissions from the drill pad cyclone
separator during drilling and testing will have the same release temperature
as for stacking. The emission velocities of the steam discharge from drilling
and testing are expected to be lower than those used in the Daniels and
Schroeder analysis for stacking. Steam discharge velocities will equal 10
mlsec and 3 mlsec for drilling and testing. respectively, and the stack
heights will be Sm and 2m. respectively. The hydrogen sulfide emission rates
used for estimating impacts of plant emissions during stacking are. however,
approximately three times those that will occur during drilling and testing:
3.1 grams per second from the plant stacking versus a maximum of 1.07 grams
per second from drilling and testing.
-21-
Because concentrations of hydrogen sulfide downwind of the emissions
source (geothermal well) are much more sensitive to the emission rate than to
stack height and emission velocity of the source. the estimated maximum
ambient concentrations of H2S due to drilling and testing of a single
geothermal well are expected to be well below the maximum concentrations that
could occur due to power plant operations and stacking (for a 55-mw plant) as
estimated in Tables 2 and 3 in the Schroeder and Daniels model and will
approximate those shown in Table 1. Figure 6. The estimated maximum
concentrations for venting are shown in Table 2 of Figure 6.
Well venting will. however. produce approximately 16.4 grams of hydrogen·
sulfide per second. This emission rate could generate ambient air
concentrations of hydrogen sulfide at the property boundary in excess of the
proposed allowable maximum increase in the ambient air over the background
level for ~our to eight hours if well venting is conducted during certain
neutral or stable wind conditions. For that reason. well venting will be
conducted only during periods of favorable wind conditions. Modelling of the
downwind ambient air hydrogen sulfide levels during venting under unstable
conditions (Kahaualea EIS pp. 5-27 to 5-28) yields a maximum expected
concentration of 15.5 ppb at one mile downwind of the geothermal well which
would be well within the proposed allowable increment at the property
boundary.
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MAXIMUM ESTIMATED CONCENTRATIONS
OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE FROM A
GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION WELL
(Based on Linear Extrapolations From
EPA Gaussian Diffusion Model NOAA (1983)
Distance
(Miles)
Stability
Class
Wind Speed
MPS
Concentration
P.EE.
Table 1 - Drilling &Testing
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
Table 2 - Venting
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
Neutral
Neutra 1
Neutral
Stable
Stable
Neutral
Neutra 1
Neutra1
Neutral
Stable
20
15
10
5
3
20
10
10
10
3
-23-
1.38
0.864
0.657
0.484
0.553
19.71
12.32
9.36
6.9
7.89
fiGURE e
6. Application of BACT Criteria to Emission Sources for Geothermal
-Exploration Drilling
.
A. Well Drilling
Current industry-wide practice in the drilling of geothermal wells
uses drilling mud or compressed air depending on the type of geology
encountered and whether there is influx of formation waters.
Drilling mud with its density and pressure will prevent geothermal
fluids from flowing up the well bore with the cuttings which would result in
the lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) when it 1s used. Thus. the use of
drilling mud is BACT when this type of drilling is appropriate. In drilling
with air, the cuttings and the steam fraction of geothermal fluids (when
encountered) would be carried up the annulus of the well bore with the
compressed air. In this system. the geothermal steam is mixed with air in the
well bore and chemically treated with NAOH at the surface before it is
directed into the atmospheric separator for discharge to the atmosphere. The
H2S abatement system for drilling with air is identical to that used during
flow testing of the well. This system is the BACT for well drilling with air.
B. Flow Testing
During the flow testing of a successfully completed geothermal well
at a stabilized flow rate. the liquid and vapor phases are separated by use of
a steam/water separator unit in order to accurately determine the liquid and
vapor fractions. The mass flow of each phase is measured after which the
steam phase discharge is directed to the rock muffler. The abatement system
-24-
- - - - ------------
(portable chemical injection unit) is installed up-stream of the rock muffler
as shown-in Figure~. The injection process is described in Paragraph 4
above.
Industry-wide experience indicates that 95% or more of the H2S in the
vapor phase can be scrubbed with the injection of sodium hydroxide (NAOH).
This process is the BACT for flow testing.
C. Well Venting
As described in Paragraph 2, well venting at full, open flow is required
to clear the well bore of debris after drilling is completed. Because of the
high velocity and temperature of the flow with entrained rock particles, i~ is
not feasible to divert the flow to a spearator and inject chemicals to abate
emission of the H2S present in the steam fraction of the flow before discharge
to the atmosphere. However, under suitable meterological conditions
(unstable), the downwind concentration of H2S can be significantly reduced due
to the mixing with air so that the concentration level at the property
boundary would be within the state AAQ standard. Therefore, BACT for well
venting will be to vent wells during meterological conditions that will allow
standards to be maintained.
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WAO KELE GEOTHERMAL PROJECT
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TAB A
c~tvgory compri.e. simple .dvection
wer. model1.d usin; .n EPA ( NOAA 1983 )
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I. Wind condition••
In o~d.~ to ••••• tne pot.nti.l imp.ct 04 tn. ~~opo.ed
g.otn.~~.l d.v.lopm.nt w. inv••tig.t.d • numb.~ of
m.t.orologic.l .itu.tions wnicn could g.n.r.te nigh
conc.ntr.tions. Tne.. situ.tions c.n b. divid.d into two
c.t.gori.s:
•• Situ.tions witn • m••n wind di~.ction p~.v.iling
tn~ougnout tn. pe~iod.
b. Situ.tions witn st.gn.ting ai~ 40~ s.v.~.l nour.
i ••• periods witnout • distinct m••n wind di~.ction.
The -first
situ~tions whieh
~.comm.nd.d mod.l.
For t.he s.c;umJ t;..t.wQcr y we used .. nCfl-tF A ",cd.1 .!;t I'lu
.ppropri.t. mod.l for tnis situ.tion wa. ~••dily .v.il.bl~
4rom the EPA. This mod~) i. only a ~uT4 model v.ri.nt o-f
the continuous sourc. mod~l us.d fo~ tn. fi~st c.t.;ory.
Calcul.tions wer~ m.d. 40~ a ~~ MW ~lant .mittinq 1~O
Q~/MWhour o~ 2.3 Q~/s.c of nyd~oQ.n su14ide du~1nQ
oper.tion~ .nd 3.1 gr/.F.~ during st.ckin;. Oth.~ pl.nt
cna~.ct.ri.tics us.d •• list.d in T.ble 1 b.low a~. t.k.n
4rom a Dam.. .nd Moore ~.po~t to the EPA ( 1984 ) .xc.pt
for tne cooling tow.~ exit velocity t.mperature wher. ~
more eonservativv v.lu~ ~.commended by O. Tnom.s ( 1985 )
wa. us.d.
T.ble 1. Emis.ion ch~r.cteri5tics for. proposed
~!. MW plant.
Operation Emission
r.te
Qf"/sec
R.I •••• R.I •••• R.l ••se
h.ight temp. r.dius
m K m
R.l.i1.C:>
v.locity
mp~
St.cking 3.1
Rock m'-Lffle...
Pow.~ ~rod. 2.3
Coolin; towe...
16.8
373
311
1.0~
4.20 8.~
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Only nydrog.n .ulfid. .mi •• ion. from pow.r pl.nt
op.r.tion .nd .t.ckin; .r. includ.d in our ••••••m.nt ••
th... .r. mo.t lik.ly op.r.tion. to pot.ntially viol.t.
propo••~ St.t. of H.waii ambi.nt air quality .t.ndard••
II. Situ.tion. witn • di.tinct m.an wind.
Th. commonly u••d and EPA r.comm.nd.d Gau•• i.n
diffu.ion mod.l for a continuous .ourc. wa. u••d to
••timat. conc.ntration. for .ituation. with a di.tinct m.an
wind dir.ction.
A••umin; no .urfac. r.fl.ction of pollut.nt. this model
••tim.t.s c.nt.r lin. or m.wimum conc.ntration. in Qrlcum
.t • dist.nc. x m downwind of a plant .mitting E grlsec
with a m.an wind speed U mp. a.:
wh.r••i;z(~) i. the .pr••d in the v.rtic.l pl.n. and
.i;y(w) that in the horizont.l cro•• wind pl.n., Pi is 3.14
.nd H is the .ffective stack height.
The .ff.ctive stack height is the sum of the physical
.tack height, given in Table 1, and the plum. ri •• due to
buoy.ncy .nd mom.ntum of the r.l ••••d ; •••••• they .xit
the cooling tower.
The plum. rise wa. calcul.ted from Brig;'••wpressions
a. given in the NOAA ( 1ge~ ) r.port u••d. For the ambient
temp.rature • night time v.lu. of 73F w.re us.d based on
temperature record. from ne.rby Mountain View.
The wind sp••d affect. the e.timated concentrations in
two ways:
* low wind. produc. poor initial miwing b~t allow
.mi.sion. to be lift.d to ••v.ral tim•• tn.
phy.ical .tack height,
• high wind. provide lar;. initial mixing but
pr.v.nt .mi ••ion ri.in; far prior to loosing
v.rtical mom.ntum.
a.c.u.. of the plume ri.. ewpr.s.ion. it wa. not
conveni.nt to dir.ctly det.rmin. mawimum downwind
concentration.. The Gau••i.n diffusion .xpr.s.ion w~~
inst.ad calculat.d for .very half mile downwind of thp
source b.tween O.~ .nd ~.~ mile. for wind .peed. b.twe.n 1
and 30 mps and for the ••ven .tability cl ••••• u••d by the
tne ~i;n.st conc.nt~.tion. found .t tne
u••d witn .tn. co~~••pondin; .tability
.nd .ffectiv••t.ck n.i;nt for tne two
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EPA. Ho~izontal .nd vertic.l .tandard devi.tion expre••ion.
( .igy(x) .nd .ig%(x) ) were t.ken from t~e NOAA ( 1ge~ )
report.
T.ble 2 ;iv••
different di.t.nc••
cl •••• wind~ .peed
type. of emi ••ion••
T.ble 2. M.ximum c.lcul.t.d conc.nt~.tions of nydrogen
.ulfide from • ~~ MW pl.nt fo~ five downwinddist.nc•••
Oi.t.nce Stablilty Wind speaod Eff ••tack Conc.ntration
mile ___~_t!_~~
--_._.~p•._.._- b~_~~L._~ __._.P.p..~_.__.__ ...- ...._....---
F'ower produc:tiofJ,
O.~ Neutr.l 20 ~? 4.2
1.0 Neut~.l 10 ~e ~.f.l
1.~ N.~lt~.l 10 ~e 2.4
2.0 Neutr.l 10 ~e 1. e
2.~ Stable 3 94 2.0
Stacki~g
O.~ Neutral 2(1 ~3 4.0
1.0 N.I.l~r.l 1~ 41 2.~
1.~ Neut~al leI ~b 1.9
2.0 Stable ~ ?" 1.4
2.~ Stable 3 92 1.6
A. .t.ted p~.viou.ly tn. p~o;~am p.~fo~m.d calcul.tion.
only .t five .elect.d di.t.nc•• witn m.ximum conc.nt~ation.
occu~~in; .omewn.~e in between. Tne•• maxima a~. now.v.r
only • f.w percent nig~.r tnan v.lu•• listed abov. and well
within tne precision of the e.tim.te.. A. can be .een
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ma~imum - concent~ations occu~~ed witnin tne distance ~ange
u.ed.
Downwa.n of pollutant. behind tn. coolin; towe~ can
occu~ du~in;~ un.table condition. but will not cau.e nigh
concent~ation. beyond p~ope~ty lin•• a. the close.t towe~
will b. mo~. than on. mil. f~om tn. bounda~i•••
In the -Dam.. and Moo~. ( 1984 ) ~.po~t to tn. EPA
con.iderably Migh.~ concent~ation. w.~. e.timated u.in;
EPA mod.l. ( MPTER and COMPlEX). Th••• maxima occur~ed
MOW.V.~ witn ~.cepto~. locat.d at .levation. hiQhe~ than
tn. .ou~c. and a.sumin; tnat the pollutants did not ~ollow
the t.~~ain contou~. but ~ath.~ continued in a ho~izont~l
line to the ~eceptor.
While tni. .ituation can occu~ in a vallev du~inQ
stable condition. with a sou~c. at the bottom and ~ecP'ptors
along its .ide.. w. can not vi.ualize a .ituation ~t t~e
p~opo.ed geothermal a~ea wn.~e this could nappen. OU~lng
draina~~ wind~ th~ pollutant. will ri.e relative lu th~
te~~ain as mo~e cold ai~ is p~oduc.d at the ;~ound while
du~in9 t~ad. wind. and kona., .table condition. will not
occu~.
The above calculations depend c~itically on tne
e.timated plume ~ise calculated f~om B~i;;·. eMp~e.sion.
( NOAA, 1983 >. As tne•• a~e empi~ically establisned.
widely used ~nd generally accepted, we ••• no rea90n net to
u.. tnem thou;h they we~e not specifically developed ~or
the emission typ•• dealt with in this ~epo~t, .specially as
to ou~ knowledge no oth.~ .peci~ic .xp~es.ions are
~vilil.ble.
We tnerefore conclud. that fo~ the proposed ~~ MW plant
downwind conc.ntration. will not .Mce.d ~ ppb beyond the
property boundary durin; pow.~ plant oplfrations or stac:kinq
when a disc~.t. mean wind direction p~evails.
Tne best availabl. long term wind st.tion to repr ••rnt
tn. a~.a du~in; .tagnant wind condition. i. the HGP-A site.
A. lOCAl wind condition can va~y .i;nificant durino
sta;nation p.~iod., w. u.ed wind datA f~om two .ite. near
tn. area ,.it.. 21 and 22 ( Fi;. 1 ) wn.~e a monitoring
station op.~ated fo~ limited pe~iod. du~lno .a~ly 198~. In
tne.. data w. identi~ied on. pe~iod at .ite 22 and fou~ at
.ite 21 wnen little o~ no wind p~evailed fo~ fou~ to ei;nt
nou~. dU~ing night tim. period••
Unfo~tunat.ly the in.t~um.nt. at HGP-A malfunctioned
du~in9 tn~e. of the fou~ .v.nt. at .ite 21 whicn thus
l.av.. on. occa.ion at .ach .ite fo~ compa~l.on. Fig. ~
.how. a time plot of wind di~ection. fo~ the.e occa.ions
fo~ the .ites and HGP-A.
The di~ection patte~ns in these plot. ~eveal thv
featu~e- that cau.ed the .ta;nation - the night time f~ont
that fo~m. betwe.n the we.te~·ly d~aina;e wind. and the
ea.te~ly t~ade••
Analy.is of the .ite 21 event. indicated that the
d~aina;e f~ont was stalled by unusually .t~on; t~.de winds
which we~e also f~om a mo~e no~the~ly di~ection than usual.
Site 21 li.s on the no~th flank of the ~ift the~efor. thp
no~theaste~ly flow ~eta~d. the d~aina;e.
At the f~ont the ai~ movement. a~e .mall p~obably up to
the top of the d~aina;. wind layer at a few hundred ~eet.
Thus the low winds measu~.d at 30 ft at the .ites could
well extend to at le.st up to the effective emiS5jon
hei;ht5 ;iven in T.ble ~.
The drainage wind. a~e ;ene~ally .trong enough to push
the f~ont con.ide~ably ea.t of the a~ea eKcept dU~inQ
st~on; t~ades. ea.ed on an analy.i. of of open ocean wind.
f~om weathe~ cha~t. (U.S. Navy, 1"8) we e.timete that
these condition. occu~ on an avera;e siK days pe~ year.
W. consider the case at .ite 21 ( Ma~ch • - 10, 198~ )
to be the wo~.t scenario and ba.e our ai~ quality
calculations.fo~ stagnation condition. on this pe~iod.
The plant characteristic. in Table 1 we~e used for
the.e calculations a. well. Calculation. we~e madp for
every mile f~om one to siK mile•• A night time temperature
of 10F wa. u.ed.
As concentrations resulting from .tackin; were alway~
lower than tho.e f~om powe~ plant operation. ( T.ble 2 ).
only this type of emission wa. this tim. included 1n thp
calculation••
With cold d~aina;e flow .ubmer;in; the .ite, stability
condition cla.s E ( .table ) in the Pa.Quil1-Gifford
classification (PasQuill. 1914 ) wa. u.ed. Thou;h there is
a more .table cla.s, F. the plume ri.e i. considerably
hi;he~ fo~ this cIa•• than cIa•• E. The~efore in orde~ to
be more con.ervative, cl... E, which gives higher
concentrations was u.ed.
A. in the previously analyses for non-sta;n~nt
conditions, the commonly accepted aau••ian diffusion model
wa. used. No .u~face reflection wa. a;ain a••umed as it
.eem. likely that pollutant. trapped in the vegetation
laye~ will not be ~efloated unde~ the modelled wind
condition••
Durin; night. with th••ta;natin; f~ont near the .ite.
the air will probably not flow in a steady direction but
will rather move back and forth with a low mean speed. The
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di.p.r.ton of pollutAnt. from the plAnt und.r th•••
~ondition. ~an be Appro~imated by a .erie. of 5mcke puff.
which can be modelled u.ing the Gau•• iAn puff model.
The Gau.siAn puff model e.timAt.. the ground l.vel
concent~ation in gr/cum at time t .econd. from ••our~e
emittin; An Amount E ;rAm. At time z.ro At a hei;ht H m at
A di.tanc. ~'m from the r.c.ptor A.'
2 1.:5
C • E *.x~(-( H/.igz(t) + dM/.igM(t) ) 12)/(2*PI)
I ( .i;>< <t) * sigy(t) * .igz*<t) )
wh.re .igM(t) i. the downwind .preAd And dM the downwind
di.tanc. between the r.c.ptor and the c.nt.r of the ~uff.
Thi. mod.l r.quir.. the knowl.dg. of the .moke .~r.ad
in three dimen.ion. a. function. of tim. which Are not
r.adily AvailAble.
Such .Mpre••ion. ar. howev.r Availabl. a. function. of
travelled di.tance. Th... .xpr•••ion. were modified and
used in the calculation.. For the .pr.ad in the verti~al
and horizontal dir.ction., .igz(M) and .igy(M), curve. from
Turner'. Workbook ( 1969) a••Mpr••••d math.matically in
NOAA T.ch. M.mo (1983) were u.ed. For the .~r.Ad in the
wind dir.ction, si;x(x), curv•• dev.loped by the U.S. Army
( S.al, 1971 ) were adopt.d.
To convert the.. .~pr•••ion. into the time domain
r.quires An a••umption of the wind .~••d. PA.quill ( 1974 )
r.commends the E .tability cla•• for wind .~e.d. between 2
And 3 mp •• A••uming a m.an wind .p••d of 1 mp. ( 0.:5 mph ).
2 m~. ( 0.9 m~h) and 3 mp. ( 1.3 mp. ), the .)(~res~ions
were conv.rted to give the .~r.Ad a. A function of time.
Th. CAlculation. A••um.d that .very 30 ••cond & puff
wa. .mitt.d containing 2.3*JO gr or About 10 gr of hydrc;wn
.ulfid.. The puff. w.r. th.n allow.d to .it at the
effective .mi ••ion h.ight At the .it. and .xpand for four
and .ight hour. according to the above .Mpre••ion. The
po.ition of tn. c.nt.r. did not chan;. durtng this tim••
Each puff wa. then mov.d at a mean .p••d of 1 mph until
it. c.nt.r wa. right Above the r.c.ptor. The ground l.vel
concentration at the r.c.ptor, a. cau••d by this puff, wa.
calculated.
Th. ~roc.dur. wa. rep.at.d until all the puff. - 490
puff. for the 4 hour .tagnation ca.e and 960 for the eight
hour CA.e - had aff.ct.d the r.c.ptor.
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Th. puff c.nt.r. w.r. th.n allow.d to move 40 m.ters
downwind of the site .nd • new set of concentr.tions were
c.lcul.ted which thus r.~r.s.nt.d the condition••bout .0
••cond. -l.ter.
This ~rocedur. w.s repe.ted until one hour h.d p••••d
.t which time the puff c.nt.r. were on. mile downwind of
the r.ceptor. At tni. time, tne avera;e concentration
durin; the ~rec.dino nour wa. calculated.
Tne .ff.ctv••t.ck n.i;nt wa. 148 m for tne 1 mps C••• ,
121 m for the 2 mp. c ••e and 108 m for the 3 mp. c ••••
T.ble 3 below ;ives m.ximum concentration. for .ach
downwind dist.nc. .nd ~.riod of sta;n.tion with
corr.s~ondin; wind s~eed.
T.ble ~. Estimated concentration. of nydrogen .ulfide
downwind of • ~~ MW pl.nt emitting 1~0 ;rlMWhr
c.used by • build up durin; st.;n~tion pericd~.
Downwind Duration of Wind .~••d Conc.ntr.tion
distancp .tal;lnation durin;
miles nour·. .t.;n. ,mps ppb
-_._- -_._----_.
1 4 ~ 8.4
~ 4 3 8.3
3 4 2 7.6
4 4 :2 6.7
~ 4 2 ~.7
b 4 :2 4.8
1 8 2 10.6
:2 8 :2 10.6
~ 8 :2 •• 8..,
4 e 1 e.1
:l e 1 e.o
6 8 1 1. 1
To tn. numb.r. in this t.bl. must b. .dd.d the
concentr.tions origin.lin; durin; the period of • distinct
me.n wind which prev.iled wh.n .bove puff conc.ntr.tion.
would have b.en monitored.
Th.se additive concentration• • r. 1••• tnan tno•• given
in Table :2 a$ they would occur durin; a more stable
conditions.
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W•. -th.refore do not think that concentrations above 15
~~b would ev.r occur even during stAgnant conditions irom ~
~~ MW power plant located more than on. mile from tne
~ro~erty lin. .ith.r durin; pow.r plant o~eration or
stackin;.
Even in. tn. very unlikely cas. that the emissions from
two ~~ MW plants would be in I1n. with .ach other .nd tn.
receptor after an .1ght hour p.riod of stagnation would tne
concentrations e~c••d 30 ppb, the r.commended hydrogen
sulfide standard for Hawaii.
VI. Conclusions.
- -
We conclude that, based on our an.lyses, at l.a~t u~ to
110 MW of g.othermal pow.r can b. produced in the proposed
area without viol.ticn the propo.ed hydrog_n .ulfid~
stand.rd of 30 ppb above background.
This analysis is ba.ed on models and p.r.meters
developed for • different environm.nt .nd it showld
therefore not be a substitute for actual m.asurem.nts.
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Fig. 2. Wind v.ctor. for two adv.r•• wind condition. at
.t .it•• 20, 21 and HGP-A.
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ATTACHMENT 4
ATC Application
